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Abstract. For each positive rational r which is not the recipro-

cal of an integer a complex-valued characteristic function is con-

structed whose rth power is a real-valued characteristic function.

1.1. Introduction. We shall call a distribution function F "sym-

metric" if P(x)-t-P(— x — 0) = 1 for all x. It is known that if Pis sym-

metric, then the convolution F* Fis also symmetric. In this paper we

examine the converse proposition:

(1.1) If F * F is symmetric, then F is symmetric.

In §2.1 we construct examples which show that (1.1) cannot be

proved without additional assumptions. In order that (1.1) be true

it is sufficient that the characteristic function of F he infinitely divis-

ible or analytic; this is discussed further in §4.1.

In §2.2 we generalize and show that for w = 2, 3, • • • there exists

a complex-valued characteristic function <pn such that for positive

integers m, <p™ is real-valued if and only if n divides m. Furthermore

for each positive rational r which is not the reciprocal of an integer

there exists a complex-valued characteristic function <pr such that <pTr

is a real-valued characteristic function.

We shall make use of the following theorem several times in this

paper.

Theorem 1.1 ([l, p. 73]). Let d>be a real-valued function which satis-

fies the following conditions for a fixed positive real r:

(i) d>iO) = l and (Pir) =0.

(ii) d>it)^0for t in (-r, r).

(iii) <p is convex and continuous in the interval [0, r].

(iv) <bit)=<pi-t)fortin [-r,r].

(v) <t> is periodic with period 2r.

Then <p is the characteristic function of a lattice distribution.
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(1.2) We note that if a real-valued function cp defined on [0, r]

satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) it may be uniquely extended to a real-

valued periodic characteristic function f> with period 2r. No confusion

should result if we drop the tilde on f>.

When convenient, we shall express cp(£) as u(t)+iv(t) or p(t)em),

where u(t)=Recp(t),v(t) = lm<p(t), p(t) = \cp(t)\ and 6(t) =Arg <p(f),

— ir<6(t)gir. These symbols are often used as generics within a class;

they may be subscripted to distinguish between classes.

2.1. Complex square roots of real characteristic functions.

Theorem 2.1. There exists a family of asymmetric lattice distribu-

tions F such that F* F is symmetric.

It is clearly sufficient to construct a class of periodic characteristic

functions cp such that <p is complex-valued, but c/>2 is real-valued. We

shall carry out this construction in the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let A = {f.cos t^O}. Given an arbitrary characteristic

function <px = ux+ivx and any real-valued characteristic function <p2

which satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1.1 for r = ir/2 (the

■K-periodic function defined by <p2(t) = 1— sin| t\, \t\ gir/2, would do);

then the function <p defined by

<b(t) = ux(t)d>2(t), tEA,

ux(t)<p2(t)      .vx(t)4>2(t)
(2.1) =-\-1-j        t E A

2 2

is a characteristic function.

Proof. Let <p3 be defined on [0, ir] by <p3(t)=<p2(t) for Ogtgw/2

and 4>3(t)=0 ior ir/2<tgir. By remark (1.2), <p3 may be uniquely

extended to a real-valued characteristic function cp3 with period 27r;

then cp3=cp2 on A and cp3 = 0 on A.

Now

</> = (<bx<bs + <bxd>2)/2

is a characteristic function which is real-valued on A. It is clear that

0 may be written in the form (2.1).

Lemma 2.2. There exists a characteristic function <p-i = Ui+iv-i with

Ut = 0 on A and vy(t) y^O on A except when t is an integral multiple of ir.

Proof. Let <p4 be a real-valued characteristic function of period ir

which satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1.1 and also
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(vi) dnit) is positive for t in (0, 7r/2).

(vii) <piit) cos t is convex for t in (0, 7r/2).

(An example is the 7r-periodic real-valued extension (see remark (1.2))

of cpiit) =e-'(l-sin t), t in [0, 7r/2].)

Define $6 on [0, tt/2] by (p6(7 =4>i(t) cos t. By remark (1.2), d>s may

be extended to a real-valued characteristic function d>s of period ir.

Note that d>6(t) =<pi(t) | cos t\ lor all t.

Now consider the characteristic function <pe defined by <ps(t) = eu<pi(t)

for all t. Clearly uo=<bh on A and Me=—</>6 on .4. In addition,

ve(t) =4>i(t) sin t^O except when t is an integral multiple of ir/2.

Finally, define the characteristic function <pi by <£7= (<ps+<p</)/2.

Then Ui=(pe, on .4 and W7 = 0 on A, while D7W = (4>i(t) sin 7/2^0 on

4, except when t is an integral multiple of tr.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We substitute <pi of Lemma 2.2 for the 0i

of Lemma 2.1 to obtain a characteristic function d> of the form

4>(t) = 4>2(t)(t>i(l) cos/, IE A,

./Mt)Mt) sin t\
(2.2) = il-J, IE A.

It is clear that <j> is complex-valued, but <p2 is real-valued. Since d>2

and d>t are both periodic, so is </>; moreover /o = 27r is the least positive

value for which | <£(/<)) I = !• Hence 4> has period 27r and is the charac-

teristic function of a lattice distribution [l, p. 25].

Corollary 2.1. There exist absolutely continuous and asymmetric

distributions F such that F*F is symmetric.

Proof. Consider the Polya-type characteristic function \p defined

by

M       1 1
fit) = 1 - sin—, \t\   S tr,

= 0, I /1   > T.

\p is the characteristic function of an absolutely continuous distribu-

tion [l, p. 70], so 4>\f/ is the characteristic function of an absolutely

continuous distribution. It is clear that <p\p satisfies the requirements

of the corollary.

Corollary 2.2. A real-valued characteristic function may have two

distinct "square roots," each of which is a characteristic function.

Proof. Let</> be the characteristic function constructed in Theorem

2.1. Then0=^, but02 = <p.
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2.2. Complexvalued rth roots of real characteristic functions. In

this section we use the examples constructed in §2.1 to show (The-

orem 2.2) that for each integer «>1, there exists an asymmetric

discrete distribution function Fn whose w-fold convolution is sym-

metric if and only if n divides m.

Theorem 2.2. For each integer n>l, there exists a periodic complex-

valued characteristic function <pn such that for each positive integer m,

4% is real-valued if and only if n divides m.

Proof. We may choose c/>2 and 04 in the proof of Theorem 2.1 so

that the functions 0s,k, 0<K<1, defined by (2.3) and (2.4) below

satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.1.

(2.3) 08,K(/) = K<b2(t)<t>i(t) sin //4, * G [w/4, t/2],

(2.4) <bs,K(t) = (4/t)(08.x(t/4) - 1)/ + 1,       IE [0, x/4).

(For example, let02(O = 1 — sin t,<pi(t) =e~'(l— sin /) for t in [0, x/2].)

By remark (1.2) we may extend <ps,K to a real-valued x-period char-

acteristic function which we also call 08,k, 0<A<1.

Now let 0 be the characteristic function of Theorem 2.1 that is

determined by the above choice of 02 and 04, and define the class of

characteristic functions 09,k = u»tK+iv%,K, 0<K<1, by 09, k

= (08,x0+02)/2. The definition of 09,k and (2.2) together imply that

«..«(*) = (4>*.K(t)u(t) + u2(t))/2,       IEA,

= - v2(t)/2, t E A;

(2 6) "9'xW = °' tGA'

= <t>s,K(t)v(t)/2,       t E A.

LetB= {f.cos 2t^0}. By construction—see (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4)

—we have

(2.7)       08,k(O = + Kv(t)    or    -Kv(t)    for each t in A C\ B.

In Lemma 2.1 replace r = ir/2 by r = ir/4, A by B,<px by09,x, and 02 by

0io, where 0m is a real-valued 7r/2-periodic characteristic function

which satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1.1. Then we obtain

from (2.1) a family of characteristic functions <Pu,k, 0<K<1, with

0n,x(O = u9,K(t)<bXo(t), t E B,

= «.jt(/)0io(O/2 + w«.i(0*io(0/2, t E B

which together with (2.5) and (2.6) yields
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«ii.ir(0 = *io(0[*8.*(O«(0 + u2il)]/2, tEAf\B,

= <7o(0 [<bs,K(t)u(t) + u2it)]/4, tEAr\B,

= - 4>io(t)v2(t)/2, IEAC\B,

= - d,10(l)v2(t)/4, lEA~r\B,

vu,K(t) =0, tEAKJB,

= <b10(t)<t>s,K(t)v(t)/4,       tEAC\B.

Now each vu,k is nonzero on a nonempty subset of AC\B,

which without loss of generality we take to be AC\B itself. Let

C={f.V\i,K.(t)>0}; then C does not depend on K and Af~\B

= {f.\t\ EC}. Moreover, by (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), we have du,K(t)

= Arg tpu,K(t) =Tan~1K for t in C and —Tan~1K for —t in C. The

only other values of 8h,k are 0 and ir.

Finally we define the class of characteristic functions <£ by

d>= {cputK:0<K<l}. Then every member of •S has a uniquely de-

fined argument of the form

e(t) =o, tE A\J b,

(2.10) = w/a, t E C,

= — ir/a, —tEC,

where a is determined by 7r/a = 4 Tan~xK, 0<K<1. We shall index

<£ by a in (1, oo). For/3>0 we now define (/>" by <pv(t) =p&(t)eimt); then

it is clear that each 4>aE& satisfies the condition

(2.11) </>f is a well-defined function for B7±0 which is real-valued if
and only if 8 is an integral multiple of a.

It is not clear that <pE& implies </>^ is a characteristic function except

for the case of integer valued B>1. (But see Corollary 2.5.) The

proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete upon observation that each <pn,K,

0<K<1, hence each <paE$, is periodic.

Corollary 2.3. For each integer n>l there exists absolutely contin-

uous and asymmetric distributions Fn such that the m-fold convolution of

Fn is asymmetric for m<n but symmetric for m = n.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.1 and will there-

fore be omitted.

Corollary 2.4. For each integer n>l there exists a real-valued char-

acteristic function vjn which has distinct complex-valued jth roots (which

are characteristic functions) for j = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n.
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Proof. Given n, we choose <paE&, where a = n\. Then by (2.11),

4>n\ is complex-valued for 0<j3<«! and xpn=<pn\ is a real-valued char-

acteristic function. Hence for each j = 2, 3, • • • , n, 0^ and <pn\/} are

distinct complex-valued characteristic functions whose _;th powers

equal xf/„.

Corollary 2.5. For each rational r>0 which is not the reciprocal of

an integer, there exists a complex-valued characteristic function xj/r such

that xj/T is a real-valued characteristic function.

If r is the reciprocal of an integer, no such xpr exists.

Proof. Let r = m/n, where m, n>l are relatively prime integers.

Choose 0m, 0»G$> and define xpr=(<prn<pn)n'i. Since m does not divide

n2, xpr is a complex-valued characteristic function. Moreover,

ipr=(<Pn™)(4>nV) 1S a real-valued characteristic function.

If r = l/n, n a positive integer, and xpTr is real-valued, then xj/r must

also be real-valued since xpr = (xpr)".

Remark. It may be possible to extend this corollary to the case of

irrational r>0, but this extension is not obvious.

3.1. An asymmetric probability distribution which has a symmetric

convolution. The examples in §§2.1 and 2.2 do not contain easily

inverted characteristic functions. Below we give an example of a

complex-valued characteristic function whose square is real-valued

and its associated (lattice) distribution.

Proposition 3.1. Let <p be periodic with period 2x and let it be defined

on [ —x, x] as follows.

0(0 = im{ | t + 3x/4 |  - x/4},       -x < t g - x/2,

= (4/x2)(/ + x/2)2, -x/2 < tg 0,

= (4/x2)(/ - x/2)2, 0 < tg x/2,

= - im{ | t - 3x/4 |   - x/4},       x/2 < I g x,

where

i2 + 1 = 0    and    m > 0.

Then for sufficiently small m (say m < 1/x2) 0 is a characteristic function.

It is clear that 02 is real-valued.

Proof. We find the Fourier coefficients for 0.

Writing

00 OO

0(0 = 22 a* cos *' + * 22 bk sin kt,
o o
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we have
7r«o = w/6,

■k 2   12 4     .       x"|
— ak = — <-sin k —> ,

(3.1) 2 A* U       kv2 2)

■k mi 3wk kiri
— bk = — < 2 sin-sin —> .
2 k2 { 4 2)

We shall now construct a probability function on the integers with

characteristic function <p as above.

Let A" be a random variable with

P{X = k} =rk,        k= -1,-2,

= po,       k = 0,

= pk,        k = 1,2, ■ • • .

Then the characteristic function of X is defined by

oo oo

4>(i) = Po + zZ, (Pk + r_fc) cos kt+zZ, (P* ~ r-k) sin'R
k=l k=l

We equate the Fourier coefficients of d> and 4> to obtain

Pt = 1/6,

TT 2   ( 2 4 kw)
(3.2) T(^ + r-i)=^{7-^sinT}'

Tr ml 3irk fnri
— (pk — r_jO = —<2 sin-sin—> , k — 1,2,3, ■ • • .
2 k2 I 4 2 J

Solving (3.2) for pk and r_k, k = l, 2, 3, • • -we obtain

2(2 4 for)        ml 3irk kir)
irpk = — <-sin —> H-< 2 sin-sin —>

k2\ir       kir2 2) k2\ 4 2 J

and

2(2        4 Air)       m (     .   3rf       .   &7t)
7rr_i = — <-sin —>-<2 sin-sin —> .

PU      y 2)        k2\ 4 2)

When m < l/ir2, both pk and r_i are positive for all k, so that <p is the

characteristic function of a probability distribution.
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4.1. Sufficient conditions for Proposition (1.1).

Lemma 4.1. Let X and Y be independent random variables which have

finite moments EX2n+l and EY2n+1, respectively, for some integer «^0.

If EX2j+1 = EY2'+1 and E(X+Y)2'+l = 0 for j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n then

EX2i+l = 0forj = 0, 1, • • • , n.

Proof. The lemma is trivial for n = 0. If it were true for n — 1, then

2n+l   ,ln +  n
0 = E(X + Y)2n+1 = 22 ( )EX'EY2n+i-'

y-o \    j     /

= EX2n+1 + EY2n+1

since either j or 2n + l—j is odd and less than 2n + l lor the remaining

terms. Thus EX2n+1 = E Y2n+1 = 0 and the lemma follows by induction.

Theorem 4.1. If the characteristic function 0 of a distribution func-

tion F is either

(a) infinitely divisible or

(b) analytic

and if F * F is symmetric, then F is symmetric.

Proof. Assume (a) and note that if 02 is real-valued, then 0 has

the form

0(0 = u(t),        t E D,

= iv(t),        t G D,

where D is a subset of the real line which contains the origin. If D is

not void, the continuity of 0 implies there exists a real ta such that

<p(to)=0. This contradicts assumption (a), since infinitely divisible

characteristic functions have no real zeros [l, p. 80]. Thus D is void

and F is symmetric.

Now assume (b), and let X, Y be independent random variables,

each distributed as F. Since 0 is analytic, moments of all orders exist

and 0 has a unique power series expansion 0(0 = 227=0 ((^OVJO^-X7-

If the distribution F* F of the sum X+ Y is symmetric, then the odd

moments E(X+ Y)2j+1 are zero for j = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Thus by Lemma

4.1, the odd moments EX2i+l are also zero, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Hence

0(0 = Ey"i (-l)3'(iii/(2j].))EX2' and F is symmetric.

4.2. Discussion. The characteristic functions constructed in this

paper are not differentiable at the origin so finite moments do not
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exist for their corresponding distribution functions. An open question

is whether distributions having one or more finite moments can ex-

hibit similar behaviour.
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